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V (BTS) - Rainy Days

                            tom:
                C
Intro: C7M  G7M  C7M  G7M

C7M
Rainy days
                         G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
                 C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
                 G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like
    C7M
Rainy days
                         G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
                 C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
                  G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like
  C7M
Staring at my phone
 G7M
? ???
  C7M
Hoping for your call lately
   G7M
I?ve been on my own maybe
 C7M
?? ??
G7M
?? ??
   C7M
Time with you was so amazing
      G7M
Haven?t changed, it?s still the same me
   C7M
???? ?? ??
          G7M
Can we go back to that moment again? Yeah
    C7M
Rainy days
               G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
             C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
          G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like

   C7M
Rainy days
                G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
              C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
              G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like
    C7M
Remember how I used to
     G7M
Make you laugh the most
   C7M
?? ?? ? ? ?? ???
          G7M
Let me make up for all the time we lost

We can start again, open all the doors
      C7M
Don?t tell me it?s ov?r
     G7M
We can start it over
    C7M
?? ?? ? ? Clover
     G7M
Y?ah, I can feel your touch
    C7M
I remember your kiss
    G7M
? ?? ??? And I miss you
   C7M
Rainy days
              G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
          C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
     G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like

  C7M
Rainy days
               G7M
I'm thinking ?bout you, what to say
          C7M
Wish I knew how to find the way
       G7M
Right back to you on rainy days like
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